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Abstract 
A solar cell with surface stripe electrodes was investigated by laser–superconducting quantum interference device microscopy 
(laser-SQUID microscopy) using two scan methods: the standard method and our new approach. In the standard method, the 
sample was raster scanned while the positions of the laser irradiation spot and the SQUID were fixed. The resulting magnetic 
images reflected some defects related to the grain boundaries on the solar cell. Background contrast fluctuations also exist in the 
images. For a better understanding of these fluctuations, we developed a method to investigate the photocurrent distributions on the 
solar cell around the laser spot. In this method, the sample was raster scanned with the laser spot fixed to a certain position by 
means of an optical fiber. We converted the magnetic images of the sample to photocurrent images. The results showed that the 
anisotropic photocurrent mainly flowed along the electrode near the laser spot rather than in the area around the spot. Therefore, the 
arrangement of the surface stripe electrodes affected the magnetic images obtained by the standard method in laser-SQUID 
microscopy. 
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1. Introduction 
We have been studying the capabilities of laser–superconducting quantum interference device microscopy (laser-
SQUID microscopy), which images the magnetic-field distributions of a sample surface induced by laser irradiation 
without any electrical contact. The magnetic images reflect its electrical property distributions. In the standard setup of 
laser-SQUID microscopy, the laser optics and the SQUID are fixed, and only the sample is raster scanned. In our 
recent studies, we used pieces of polycrystalline solar cells as the samples [1–2]. In polycrystalline solar cells, it is 
important to investigate the local electrical properties because the conversion efficiency is strongly affected by local 
defects such as grain boundaries [3]. In previous studies, the images that showed photoelectrically inactive grain 
boundaries and background contrast fluctuations were observed by laser SQUID microscopy [1]. However, the 
contrast fluctuations were negligible when we measured certain areas of solar cell samples with comb-shaped surface 
electrodes [2]. In this case, the images taken by laser-SQUID microscopy were similar to photocurrent conversion 
efficiency images [2]. According to the first investigations of laser-SQUID microscopy on solar cells, reported by 
Beyer et al., it has been suggested that the magnetic images are affected by the electrical connections between the 
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surface electrodes on the solar cell [4]. An analysis of the photocurrent on the solar cell can confirm the influence of 
the surface grid electrode on the magnetic images. Nikawa et al. analyzed photocurrent distributions on a large-scale 
integrated circuit, with the photocurrent images converted from magnetic images taken by a new scan method using 
laser-SQUID microscopy [5]. They scanned the SQUID with the laser optics and sample fixed. We have developed a 
similar method in which we fix the laser spot to a certain point of the sample surface with an optical fiber, and we scan 
the sample together with the optical fiber to achieve a stable scan. In this study, we investigate the solar cell with 
surface stripe electrodes using the two methods, the standard method and our new approach, in order to clarify the 
origin of the background contrast fluctuation. We refer to the standard method as Method-I and to the new approach as 
Method-II. 
2. Experimental method 
The experimental setups of Method-I and Method-II are schematically shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. In 
Method-I, the SQUID detects the magnetic field originating from the laser-induced current. The positions of the laser 
irradiation spot and the SQUID is fixed while only the sample is raster scanned. The magnetic images should reflect 
the distributions of the local electrical properties of the sample. The needle probe, which is used as a flux guide, was 
shifted 2.1 mm along the y-axis from the laser spot in order to detect the magnetic field from the current at the laser 
spot. On the other hand, in Method-II, using a plastic optical fiber (I 0.25 mm), we fix the laser spot with respect to 
the sample surface. Method-II can obtain the magnetic field originating from the fixed laser spot on the sample. In the 
two methods, laser intensity with a wavelength of 780 nm was modulated at 1 kHz under total system noise of 1 
pT/Hz1/2. The other parameters for each method are listed in Table 1. The details of the SQUID and the needle were 
given in our previous article [2]. In Method-II, the magnetic field image was converted to an anisotropic photocurrent 
image by the inverse solution method reported by Roth et al. [6]. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of setups of laser-SQUID microscope for (a) Method-I and (b) Method-II. LN2: liquid nitrogen, CCD: charged-coupled 
device, DAQ: data acquisition unit, FLL: flux locked loop, TTL: transistor-transistor logic. 
Table 1. Measurement parameters for Method-I and Method-II 
Method type 
Scanning 
speed 
Scanned area 
Image acquisition interval Lock-in amp. 
time constant 
Laser power 
Laser spot 
diameter x direction y direction 
Method-I 5 mm/s 35 × 7.89 mm2 2.5 ȝm 30 ȝm 10 ms 1.3 mWp-p 0.06 mm 
Method-II 3 mm/s 40 × 17 mm2 12.5 ȝm 100 ȝm 300 ms 1 mWp-p 0.25 mm 
3. Results and discussion 
Figure 2(a) shows an optical image of a piece of a sample cut from a polycrystalline silicon solar cell, which 
consisted of a p-type substrate below an n-type layer. It contained two isolated surface stripe electrodes, which appear 
as white lines in Fig. 2(a). The back of the sample was fully covered with a metal electrode. Figure 2(b) shows the 
image obtained by Method-I with the needle shifted 2.1 mm in the +y direction from the laser spot. In Fig. 2(b), the 
surface stripe electrodes are identified as zero magnetic field regions. In Fig. 2(b), the magnetic field shows a large 
background contrast fluctuation at the both sides of the sample. Inside this fluctuation, the electrically inactive grain 
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boundaries can also be recognized, especially at the lower right corner of the image as shown in Fig. 2(c). These 
boundaries correspond to the positions where the photocurrent induced by the laser irradiation was decreased.   
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Fig. 2. (a) Optical microscope image of polycrystalline solar cell sample (mirror-image). (b) Magnetic image of sample taken by Method-I. (c) 
Magnified image corresponding to rectangle in (b). 
To clarify the origin of the contrast fluctuation in Fig. 2(b), the magnetic field distributions around the laser spot 
were investigated by Method-II. Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the magnetic field images corresponding to fixing 
the laser spot at the points labeled A, B, and C in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 3(a), in which the laser spot was fixed near the 
upper electrode, the magnetic field was distributed mainly at the middle of the sample. In Fig. 3(b), in which the laser 
spot was fixed halfway between the two electrodes, the magnetic field showed weak peaks at the upper and lower 
areas of the sample, while the field was almost zero between the two electrodes. In Fig. 3(c), in which the laser spot 
was fixed near the lower electrode, the magnetic field was distributed mainly at the middle of the sample with negative 
polarity. These results indicate that the magnetic field distribution depends on the position of the laser spot. In 
Method-I, the magnetic intensity was obtained at a point corresponding to the needle position against each laser spot, 
while the laser spot’s position was changed. In Method-II, the magnetic intensities over the entire sample were 
obtained against a fixed laser position. Considering the features of Method-I and Method-II, Fig. 2(b) includes the 
same magnetic field information as in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c). For example, the magnetic field at the point 2.1 mm 
above point A in Fig. 3(a) was equal to the magnetic field of Fig. 2(b) at point A shown in Fig. 2(a). The magnetic 
fields for the points B and C have similar correspondences. Therefore, the lower left side of Fig. 2(b) shows a dark 
contrast. 
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Fig. 3. (a), (b), (c) Magnetic images of sample taken by Method-II with laser spot fixed at points indicated by crosses marked A, B, C. (d), (e), (f) 
Anisotropic photocurrent images obtained from (a), (b), (c), respectively. Intensity represents distribution of current density, and vectors show 
current flow directions. Sample outline and surface stripe electrodes are indicated by solid lines. 
For a better understanding of the laser-induced current on the solar cell, the magnetic images of Figs. 3(a)-3(c) were 
converted to current images using the inverse solution method [6]; the resulting images are shown in Figs. 3(d)-3(f). In 
Figs. 3(d) and 3(f), the current density was highest on the electrode closer to the laser spot. In Fig. 3(e), in which the 
laser spot was located halfway between the two electrodes, the current density mainly flowing along each electrode 
was almost the same. The current always flowed along the electrode toward the laser spot. This can be explained by 
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the electron and the hole flow in the solar cell. In the n-type layer, the electron density is generally increased at the 
laser spot because the laser-induced electron-hole pairs are separated at the p-n junction inside the sample. The 
electrons generated at the laser spot diffuse in the n-type layer depending on the gradient of the electron density. If 
there are surface electrodes near the laser spot, the situation should be different. From the results, the electrons mainly 
diffused along the surface electrode located near the laser spot on the solar cell. This was because the conductivity of 
the electrode was higher than that of the n-type layer. On the other hand, the holes should directly reach the electrode 
on the back through the p-type substrate beneath the laser spot. The electrons in this electrode should be supplied from 
the whole electrode area to the laser spot because of the recombination. For the contribution of these electrons in the 
back electrode, the current direction should be outward from the laser spot. For example, around the lower region in 
Fig. 3(d), the current distributions flowing outward from the laser spot could correspond to the current components in 
the back electrode. In addition, the magnetic field should be canceled out when these two current components have the 
same intensities but opposite directions.  
Moreover, in Fig. 2(b), the polarity of the magnetic field was different between the lower left and the lower right 
side of the sample. To explain this, we assumed that the current direction along the surface stripe electrode is changed 
from the left to the right. When the laser spot was located at the lower left of the sample, the current flowed along the 
lower electrode from the right side to the left. On the other hand, when the laser spot was located at the lower right of 
the sample, the current flowed along the lower electrode from the left side to the right. Thus, the magnetic field should 
also have an opposite polarity to that in Fig. 3(c) because the current was in the opposite direction to that in Fig. 3(f). 
This is why the magnetic field polarity was positive when the laser spot was located at the lower right corner of the 
sample in Fig. 2(b). From the results obtained by Method-II, the background contrast fluctuation seen in Method-I can 
be explained by the relationship between the magnetic field distribution and the needle position, taking into account 
the current flow direction around the laser spot.  
4. Conclusion 
We investigated a sample of a polycrystalline silicon solar cell with surface stripe electrodes by laser-SQUID 
microscopy using two scan methods. In Method-I, we successfully observed not only the photoelectrically inactive 
boundaries but also background contrast fluctuations over the sample. To better understand this fluctuation, we 
developed Method-II, in which the laser spot was fixed with respect to the sample surface, and we converted the 
measured magnetic images into laser-induced anisotropic current images. The results indicated that the laser-induced 
anisotropic current flowed along the surface stripe electrode near the laser spot. It indicated that the Method-I image 
was affected by the arrangement of the surface electrodes, and that the image can be explained by an analysis of the 
photocurrent image obtained from the magnetic images taken by Method-II. 
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